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CHAPTER SIX 

GO Family 

 
 

The offense can still be very effective if you eliminate 26 & 45 G.O. and replace it with Liz 28-O and Rip 47-

O.  You would still run Guard Trap (32-G) and Waggle (17 GO Pass) off the flat Liz/Rip motion fakes.  I highly 

recommend this if your program is in the first year of installing the Wing T because teaching and perfecting 26/45 

G.O. takes an enormous amount of time. 

Since 26 G.O. and Down 36-O are sister plays that put the DE in conflict, if you replace 26 G.O. with Liz 28-

O…then you must then run Down 36-O with flat Liz motion.  Do this if you do not have a good tight end. 

 

FOOTWORK: G.O. FAMILY  

Quarterback: The only family with QB back to the defense.  The QB always pivots off midline with his playside foot so 

TB always has midline.  QB has to hide ball in belly.  Do not fake to any backs.  After TB goes by him first, followed by the 

Wing back, he counts “1-thousand one” before making his GO pass fake. 

Tailback:  On 32-G your TB will want to take his first step at the 2 hole or he will jab laterally with his left foot thinking 

he has to “go around” the QB.  He has to explode right at the crack of the Center’s butt trusting that his QB will pivot out of 

his way. 

Wingbacks:  L or R three step motion aiming for 4 yard landmark between the QB and TB.  Ball is snapped at outside leg 

of Guard, which should be Wing backs 2nd step.  The TB passes the QB first. 

It is often said by critics that the wing can’t block the DE.  DE will squeeze or lean inside as TE down blocks, making this 

block easier for the wing.  If DE “throws and crossface” wing block, aim the helmet in his back.  Wing must violently explode 

into the hip of the DE, almost leaving the ground.  This is referred to as a “torpedo block”.  After contact, the wing slides down 

the DE’s legs, ending on all fours, a “crab block”.  Must time up with ball carrier and backside G pull to arrive as wing hits the 

ground. 

Defensive Conflict:  If DE is inside shade of TE or squeezing really hard, G.O. is a good play because the DE can be 

down blocked.  If playside ILB is blitzing B-gap or scraping really hard, run 32-G.  If backside ILB makes tackle on 32-G, run 

GO Counter.  If they blitz backside OLB when WB goes in motion, run GO Pass with TB in flats.  If they blitz playside OLB, 

run 26 GO Pass and hit TE on a SCOUT route in flats. 

HB Sweep .................................................................... 45 / 26 G.O. 
HB Power ..................................................................... 45 / 26 G-Lead 
TB Guard Trap ............................................................. 31 / 32 G 
Counter ........................................................................ 24 / 43 Counter 
Boot & Waggle ............................................................. 17 / 18 G.O. Pass 
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G.O. (Bucksweep) 
 
The Bucksweep is the essential wing-t play, with a block down in the hole, a kick out in the hole, and lead blocker 
through the hole.  Combined with the misdirection of the FB on the midline and the myriad of plays off the 
Bucksweep, this play has become an essential, the bread and butter, part of the offense. 
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 ADJUSTMENTS 

Tee: vs 3 man fronts. Tackle kicks out force player. RG 

takes care of play side blitz. 

Kick: Wing gets ILB.  Puller kicks out 9  

DEFENSIVE CONFLICTS 

If strong DE is outside TE, run Down.  If Sam ILB makes 
tackle, run sucker.  Run if DE is squeezing hard 

SIGNAL 

Both hands making STOP signal 


